Audiencia y propósito

La computación en la nube ofrece un camino hacia mayor escalabilidad y costos más bajos para los proveedores de servicios, anfitriones de infraestructuras y grandes empresas. Establecer una infraestructura que proporcione tales capacidades requiere experiencia. Intel ha trabajado con proveedores de nube líderes a través del programa Intel® Cloud Builders para ayudar a cualquier cliente a diseñar, desplegar y administrar una infraestructura de nube.

Los operadores de centros de datos, arquitectos de solución, usuarios y arquitectos de aplicaciones, y arquitectos de seguridad son usualmente responsables de implementar y mantener el modelo de seguridad adecuado para una empresa en particular, independientemente de cómo la empresa exprese sus accesos fuera del DMZ.

Para IT de la empresa, los servicios de nube presentan desafíos de seguridad únicos en comparación con los modelos de seguridad de acceso tradicionales. El modelo de seguridad tradicional, también conocido como el modelo de seguridad de un solo dominio, se centra en el acceso de usuarios privilegiados, el acceso de usuarios confiable y el acceso de control de aplicación a datos. Sin embargo, las necesidades de seguridad evolucionan significativamente en los modelos de nube privada, pública y híbrida. Las primeras soluciones para la conectividad IaaS se basan en tecnología de red de LAN virtual, lo que permite un fácil acceso bidireccional entre la red de la empresa establecida y los dominios tipo IaaS. La ventaja básica de este modelo radica en su sencillez; se construye usando tecnología bien conocida por múltiples fuentes. Además, es transparente a las capas superiores del modelo de interconexión de sistemas abiertos (OSI), haciendo que el integración de aplicaciones sobre la frontera de la red sea relativamente fácil—concerns latencia y confiabilidad de lado.

Sin embargo, el modelo de seguridad de un solo dominio tiene vulnerabilidades de seguridad significativas. El patrón de red extendido es esencialmente un solo dominio de seguridad que cubre tanto recursos de precinto como de terceros. La empresa ha aumentado significativamente la superficie de ataque de su perímetro y ha creado un vínculo débil al permitir acceso remoto y de terceros a las recursos de la red primaria.

La arquitectura de dominios de autorización, o modelo de acceso seguro, es una alternativa eficiente que garantiza la seguridad de la información en el entorno de nube al abordar los desafíos del modelo de seguridad de un solo dominio. Los dominios de autorización apoyan dominios de seguridad independientes que se coooperan para lograr la integración mientras se aplica una política de seguridad consistente. Aquí, aplicaciones de precinto y de terceros se aíslan intencionalmente de manera explícita, incluso si los lugares precisos no se especifican. Los componentes de conexión son puertos SOA, no los switches de la VLAN. Estos puertos suelen ser basados en las tecnologías de SOA.

El programa Intel Cloud Builders proporciona un punto de partida con un marco de arquitectura básico que incluye hardware e infraestructura de nube, como Intel® SOA Expressway. Los escenarios descritos en esta arquitectura de referencia pueden ser utilizados como un punto de partida para crear modelos de diseño y despliegue más complejos para atender a las necesidades específicas de los clientes.

El público objetivo de esta arquitectura de referencia es a proveedores de servicios de nube, anfitriones de infraestructuras y IT de la empresa que deseen aprovechar el potencial de ingresos de su infraestructura de centro de datos existente ofreciendo servicios de nube a sus clientes o usuarios internos.
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Executive Summary
The emerging use of public, private, and hybrid cloud paradigms has driven a focus on the security of both infrastructure and virtual machines as well as on applications and identities on the cloud.

Traditional access security models have focused on privileged data user access; trusted and anonymous user access; and application access control for data, applications, and networks. In the private, public, and hybrid cloud models, however, security requirements evolve significantly. The authorization domains model is an efficient way of enforcing information security in the cloud environment. Authorization domains support independent security domains that cooperate to achieve integration while enforcing consistent security policy. Here, on-premise and off-premise applications are deliberately isolated from each other, so that distribution is explicit, even if the exact locations are not. The connecting component is Intel® SOA Expressway—a service, security, and cloud gateway that provides a solution for identity federation, security policy enforcement for identities and resources that span multiple security domains, and threat protection and trust functions for application-level network traffic between a client and cloud services.

Intel’s cloud implementation consists of a six-node cluster. Each machine is a Dell PowerEdge® 2950 powered by Quad-Core Intel® Xeon® processors. Each machine has 100 GB of memory and 8 GB of RAM. Intel SOA Expressway is exposed as a gateway on the cloud perimeter and acts as a transparent proxy between the client and the cloud service. Intel SOA Expressway removes concerns over fixed-capacity fragile virtual networks by carrying secured messages across multiple security domains. Intel SOA Expressway passes messages directly, service to service, removing integration obstacles by doing inter-domain communications for key shared concerns, and providing a simple, central location for application development and deployment.

The most important considerations for this model are service authorization, policy delegation, and security reporting. By residing on the cloud perimeter, Intel SOA Expressway provides remote domain authorization, since existing network security models can no longer be relied on. In addition, the Intel SOA Expressway runtime provides strong authorization control and auditing for any message regardless of the security domain, thereby addressing the inherent weakening perimeter controls in a cloud and protecting against internal and external abuse. Intel SOA Expressway supports a robust reporting infrastructure that centralizes the collection and analysis of policy violations via auditing and reporting mechanisms.

Introduction
Traditional access security models have focused on privileged data user access; trusted and anonymous user access; and application access control for data, applications, and networks. In the private, public, and hybrid cloud models, however, security requirements evolve significantly.

Early solutions for establishing IaaS connectivity have centered on extending the enterprise network perimeter to encompass the cloud services. This model, normally based on virtual LAN technology, allows for easy bi-directional network access between the established enterprise domain and IaaS-type domains. The basic advantage of this model lies in its simplicity; it’s built using well-understood technology available from multiple sources. Plus, it is transparent to higher layers of the OSI network stack, making application integration over the network boundary relatively easy—latency and reliability concerns aside.

This extended network pattern is essentially one virtual security domain that covers both the on- and off-premise resources of an enterprise. This domain is different in three key respects from an on-premise only domain:

- It encompasses third-party network traffic in the off-premise partition
- It critically depends on the security of a network tunnel
- It is substantially larger than the original domain

The enterprise has substantially increased the attack surface of its perimeter and has created a weak link by giving remote and third-party managed resources unlimited access into the primary network. It is little wonder that security continues to be the main concern of enterprises that are deploying cloud services.

The virtual LAN model also creates fixed-size chokepoints between cloud instances, be they private to public, private to partner, or any combination of these. Each of these pairings requires capacity planning and monitoring to ensure they present sufficient bandwidth, support low-latency transactions, and meet uptime requirements. Beyond the security concerns, this exponential operational overhead leads to a fragile base infrastructure on which to host service-to-service interactions.

The following are typical requirements in cloud computing. Intel SOA Expressway is a solution for all of them:

- Consistent, secure credential validation for cloud management access
- Consistent, secure policy enforcement for a combination public and private cloud environment
- Security policy enforcement for application access that can be hosted on a private or public cloud
- Prevent rogue access to the cloud data and applications
Intel® SOA Expressway Product Implementation Overview

Intel SOA Expressway is a software appliance designed to simplify SOA architecture on-premise or on the cloud. It expedites deployments by addressing common SOA bottlenecks—it accelerates, secures, integrates, and routes XML, web services, and legacy data in a single, easy-to-manage software-appliance form factor.

Intel SOA Expressway offers a complete “Cloud-in-a-Box” solution, specifically designed to meet the requirements of carriers, service providers, and hosting providers who want to offer revenue-generating, infrastructure-on-demand cloud computing services to their customers quickly and easily, with a compelling and differentiated feature set.

Intel SOA Expressway features include:

- A fully multi-tenant, carrier-class cloud service platform
- Detailed resource metering and accounting
- Using clustering and load balancing, the Intel SOA Expressway runtime can scale up as well as scale out
- Software service router provides security, governance, and mediation
- Standard operating system support: Linux® OS, Windows* OS, and Solaris®
- Optimized for Intel® Multi-Core processors, Intel SOA Expressway scales directly on standard Intel-based servers
- Performance: Scalable service mediation engine and wire-speed XML acceleration
- Service mediation: Supports both simple proxy and complex mediation use cases
- Service governance: Message throttling, QoS, and standardized logs and policies
- Security features include security proxy, services firewall, AAA, TLS, and trust mediation. Provides software-based core XML IP and best-in-class threat protection and extensible trust features
- Software appliance: Appliance manageability with software extensibility
- Extensibility: custom business rules, service hosting, and data and messaging adapters
- Build dynamic applications: Innovate faster, gain a competitive edge, and securely expose mass customizable applications on-premise or on the cloud, regardless of the abstraction pattern (SOA, WOA), delivery method (app store, cloud), or protocol (REST, SOAP)
- A centralized policy enforcement point to authenticate, authorize, and govern service interactions with customers, partners, and employees as they consume or deploy applications

Service Gateway

Real-world SOA tends to grows organically. Businesses can have divisions with local SOA implementations that include registry, repository, service inventory, ESB, portals, and security infrastructure all based on the needs and trends of that local domain. This situation arises because different domains have made significant investments in proprietary, integrated SOA technologies from major software vendors. While the integrated stack provides SOA for the local domain, it creates middleware heterogeneity and simply repeats the silo problem at the next level.

The transition to cloud environments presents a catalyst for the enterprise to put in place a solution that works across internal and external domains. Intel SOA Expressway is a true cross-domain service gateway that bridges these islands of integration, no matter the protocol or deployment pattern.

Intel SOA Expressway is a highly scalable software product that provides this service gateway functionality—combining common functions of a service bus, security gateway, and XML acceleration engine into a single product that scales on next-generation Intel® Multi-Core processor-based servers for the modern virtualized data center (see Figure 1 on the next page).

Security

One of the biggest challenges to widespread cloud-based services is runtime governance and web services security. Intel SOA Expressway provides a common interface for REST- and SOAP-based communication, service virtualization, message-level security, delegated AAA functions, and threat prevention. Intel SOA Expressway also provides perimeter defense against content attacks. Moreover, Intel SOA Expressway is a software appliance form-factor that avoids custom, hard-to-manage, proprietary XML hardware. It runs on secure, open operating systems, avoiding the “security by obscurity” problem of “hardened” hardware appliances.
Governance
Intel SOA Expressway reduces the management, development, and capital costs of large distributed applications and can secure, transform, route, and mediate between services offered by any cloud vendor, whether they use a silo-, legacy-, or standards-based communication mechanism. Furthermore, it uses a code-less Eclipse*-based designer that supports simple or complex mediation applications.

Intel SOA Expressway also supports integrated governance for SOA by executing and enforcing governance policies of arbitrary complexity at runtime. This makes it easy to integrate Intel SOA Expressway with existing SOA repository or policy design environments as well as report monitoring information to web services management and monitoring solutions.

Performance
Intel SOA Expressway provides an optimized service mediation engine to orchestrate workflow processing. Intel SOA Expressway provides a single runtime instance that offers XML and service mediation acceleration that scales with any Multi-Core Intel Xeon processor-based server, regularly beating custom hardware appliances by a factor of 8 to 2 or greater.1 Intel SOA Expressway instantly brings the power of Intel Multi-Core processors and Moore’s Law to XML-rich business applications without requiring any special programming or custom hardware.

Figure 1. Service Gateway Protecting Cloud Services
Testbed Blueprint Overview

Hardware Description
In this reference architecture, the cloud implementation consists of a six-node cluster. Each machine is a Dell PowerEdge 2950 (powered by Quad-Core Intel Xeon processors). Each machine has 100 GB of memory and 8 GB of RAM.

Technical Review

Installation Overview
To install Intel SOA Expressway, perform the following steps:

1. Obtain the Intel SOA Expressway RPM by contacting intelsoaeinfo@intel.com. The RPM Package Manager is a Linux package management system. The Intel SOA Expressway RPM is software packaged in the .rpm file format.
2. Copy the Intel SOA Expressway RPM into a directory on the target system. Use SCP (secure copy) or FTP to do this.
3. Ensure that you have root privileges to do the RPM install. For security reasons, it is recommended that you install Intel SOA Expressway running as non-root.
4. Execute the following command to install Intel SOA Expressway:
   
   ```bash
   rpm -i [soae rpm], where [soae rpm] is the absolute file path to the RPM.
   ```
5. Start the post-installation process by executing the command:
   
   ```bash
   cli postinstall.
   ```

Use Case: Authenticating Credentials for a Cloud Operator

The emerging cloud paradigm poses significant security problems for establishing client identity, trust, and access control to particular resources on the cloud. Typically, a server is placed in a cloud which can be accessed by a client via an Internet connection. Generally, the server will not know the identity of this client nor be able to authenticate the client’s identity and authorize access to server resources. In addition, because communication occurs over the Internet, the risk of attack by malicious users is greatly increased. This makes establishing trust, identity, and user access even more important than the type of security found in a corporate intranet.

These cloud-based access and identity issues are demonstrated in the following use case: A service that creates and manages virtual machines is deployed to the cloud. Any client can remotely access and manage the virtualization service by sending and receiving REST calls to and from the back end. For authentication, the client provides a username and password in an XML document to the back end. However, the server has neither the capability to authenticate the client nor a mechanism to determine appropriate access rights, such as whether the client can create a virtualization instance.

Intel SOA Expressway Solution

Intel SOA Expressway is a service gateway that can do the following:

- Enforce security policies across security domains
- Delegate authentication and authorization to a local credential directory
- Log authentication failures for auditing
- Proxy messages between two endpoints. The message could be binary, XML, REST, or SOAP

In the service virtualization use case, Intel SOA Expressway can be placed on the cloud perimeter between the server and the client. From the perimeter, Intel SOA Expressway can transparently proxy messages between the endpoints and delegate authentication and access control to a third-party entity, such as LDAP or Oracle Access Manager.* If the delegated authenticator validates the client’s credentials, then Intel SOA Expressway generates valid login credentials that are hidden from the client and submits those to the back end. The back end in turn generates a HTTP session cookie, which Intel SOA Expressway forwards to the client. After this exchange, the client is permitted to submit commands to the server as long as each command has the session cookie in it. However, if authentication fails, then Intel SOA Expressway logs the failure and blocks requests from the client until authentication succeeds or the client violates DoS controls. In addition, if the session cookie is missing then authentication and authorization must be repeated.
Explaining Intel SOA Expressway Workflow Logic

The following procedure explains how to generate the workflow logic that Intel SOA Expressway uses to mediate messages between the client and the virtualization service. This procedure is performed in Intel® Services Designer, the Eclipse IDE for creating Intel SOA Expressway applications.

1. Create a project. In the project, create an empty workflow and an AAA policy.

2. The AAA policy will extract the user-name and password from the client’s request and forward it to a third party for authentication and authorization. In the AAA policy, perform the following steps:
   a. Select the Identity Management tab.
   b. In the Identity Source drop-down menu, select Username from the workflow.
   c. Select the Authenticate Identity check box.
   d. In the Authenticate using drop-down menu, select one of the following entities to send the login credentials to: Tivoli* Access Manager, Oracle Access Manager, LDAP, CA SiteMinder*, or Oracle Entitlements Server.
   e. Select the Resource Authorization tab.
   f. In the Resource Authorization tab, select the Authorize Resource check box. The configuration options for setting up resource authorization will display.
   g. Configure the resource authorization so that the user is validated against access policies such as duration, request type, and time of day.

3. In the workflow, insert a Receive action from the Palette menu. This action receives messages from the client.

4. In the Receive action’s Properties view, perform the following steps:
   a. In the Request data and Response data structure areas, select the XML radio buttons.
   b. In the Service URL field, enter https://localhost/sdk/vimService. This means that the service located at the /sdk/vimService URL is protected, and clients can only access that service through Intel SOA Expressway.

As a result, the Receive action should look like this:

5. In the workflow, insert an If action from the Palette menu and rename the action to IfMessageBody. This action determines whether the message request has an XML document in it.

6. In the IfMessageBody action's Properties view, enter the following XPath expression in the field: soae-xf:get-message-size($Receive.body)>0. Then, select the Add Else button. The get-message-size extension function retrieves the message payload's size. Then, the XPath expression determines if the message size is greater than zero. If it is, then the expression evaluates to true; if not, then it evaluates to false. When the If action evaluates to true, the message will be sent to a branch with actions that authenticate the document’s credentials. When the If action evaluates to false, then the message will be sent to a branch with actions that forward the REST call to the virtualization service.

![Figure 2. Receive Action](image)

![Figure 3. IfMessageBody Action](image)
7. In the IfMessageBody branch, add a sequence from the Palette menu and rename it LoginVM. In the Else branch, add a sequence from the Palette menu and rename it VMCommand.

8. In the LoginVM sequence, insert an Expression action from the Palette menu. Rename the action MessageBody. In the MessageBody action’s Properties view, enter soae-xf:get-primary-xml-document($Receive.body) in the expression field. As a result, the extension function retrieves the XML document from the Receive action and places the document in the MessageBody variable.

9. In the LoginVM sequence, insert an AAA action from the Palette menu. Rename the action AuthenticateUser.

10. In the AuthenticateUser action’s Properties view, perform the following steps:
   a. In the Message drop-down menu, select Receive.
   b. Select the Browse button. In the Browse for AAA policy dialog box, select the AAA policy that authenticates the login credentials and then click the OK button.
   c. In the AAA Parameters table, locate the field next to Source Identity: Username. In that field, enter the following XPath expression: $MessageBody//viminternal:username/text() .
   d. In the AAA Parameters table, locate the field next to Source Identity: Password. In that field, enter the following XPath expression: $MessageBody//viminternal:password/text() .

As a result, the AAA action selects the username and password from the MessageBody variable and then sends them to the AAA policy. The AAA policy sends the credentials to a third party for authentication and authorization.

11. In the LoginVM sequence, insert a scope from the Palette menu. Then, place the AuthenticateUser action in the scope.

12. Right-click the scope that contains the AuthenticateUser action and then select Add Fault Handler from the content menu. As a result, if authentication failure is generated from the AAA action, then it is captured by the fault handler.

13. In the fault handler, delete the Rethrow action. Then, from the Palette menu, add the Transaction Log and Exit actions to the fault handler.

---

Figure 4. Workflow skeleton

Figure 5. AAA Action
14. The Transaction Log action records data in the Intel SOA Expressway transaction logs. To log authentication failures in the transaction log, perform the following steps in the Transaction Log action's Properties view.

a. In the Comment field, enter the following string Authentication or authorization of the client failed.

b. In the Optional Data drop-down menu, select $AuthenticateUser.

As a result, the authentication failure from the AuthenticateUser action and the string in the Comment field are recorded to the Intel SOA Expressway transaction logs.

15. If authentication is successful, then the workflow must generate a valid username that is accepted by the virtualization service. To do this, perform the following steps:

a. In the LoginVM sequence and after the scope that contains the AuthenticateUser action, insert an Expression action. Rename the action to Username.

b. In the Username action's Properties view, enter string ('username') in the Expression field.

c. Select the Override destination check box.

d. In the Override destination field, select the X.

e. In the Build XML data query dialog box, enter $MessageBody//viminternal:userName/text() and then select the OK button.

As a result, this action extracts the username from the incoming request and inserts it as a string to the "userName" node in MessageBody element.
16. If authentication is successful, then the workflow must generate a valid password that is associated with the username. To do this, perform the following steps:
   a. In the LoginVM sequence and after the scope that contains the AuthenticateUser action, insert an Expression action. Rename the action to Password.
   b. In the Password action’s Properties view, enter string ‘(password)’ in the Expression field.
   c. Select the Override destination check box.
   d. In the Override destination field, select the X.
   e. In the Build XML data query dialog box, enter $MessageBody/viminternal:password/text() and then select the OK button.

As a result, the Password action generates a password and then places that string into the password node of the MessageBody variable’s XML document. This is the XML document sent by the client. The password is never seen by the client and is only known to Intel SOA Expressway and the back end.

17. In the LoginVM sequence, insert an Invoke action after the Password action. Rename the action InvokeLogin. Then, in the InvokeLogin action’s Properties view, perform the following steps:
   a. In the Message data from drop-down menu, select $MessageBody.
   b. In the Service URL field, enter the URL of the service virtualization server.

As a result, the XML document with valid login credentials is sent to the back-end server.

18. In LoginVM sequence, insert a Reply action after the InvokeLogin action. In the Reply action's Properties view, select $invokeLogin.body.

19. In the VMCommand sequence, insert Invoke and Reply actions.

20. In the Invoke action, perform the following steps:
   a. In the Message data from drop-down menu, select $Receive.body.
   b. In the Service URL field, enter the URL of the back-end server.

As a result, commands are sent by the client to the virtualization service.

21. In the Reply action's Properties view, select $invoke.body. As a result, the message responses sent by the back-end server are forwarded to the client.
Use Case: Policy Enforcement of Single Sign-On Access to a Cloud

The emerging cloud paradigm poses significant problems for single sign-on access. Enterprises usually place a server on a cloud, which can be accessed by a client via an Internet connection. In Internet communications, a client usually resides in a unique security domain and uses a unique mechanism for authentication and authorization. Frequently, the client’s security token or sign-on credential cannot be understood or consumed by the service on the cloud.

This single sign-on access issue is demonstrated in the following use case: Two companies have independently contracted with a third party to handle their payroll services. Each company is in its own security domain. In addition, each company has its own unique payroll system and a specific method for handling authentication and authorization to the payroll system—one company uses Oracle Access Manager while the other uses CA SiteMinder.

In the past, the vendor set up two independent solutions to integrate with each company’s payroll system. Recently, however, the vendor decided to deploy a single payroll solution to the cloud that handles both the companies’ payroll needs in a centralized location. To ensure security, the vendor must develop a mechanism that can transparently consume authentication and authorization information from CA SiteMinder and Oracle Access Manager and consistently enforce appropriate security policies.

**Intel SOA Expressway Solution**

Intel SOA Expressway is a service gateway that can do the following:

- Enforce security policies across security domains.
- Delegate authentication and authorization to a local credential directory.
- Log authentication failures for auditing.
- Proxy messages between two endpoints. The message could be binary, XML, REST, or SOAP.

In the single sign-on use case, Intel SOA Expressway can be placed on the cloud perimeter between the payroll service and the clients. From the perimeter, Intel SOA Expressway can transparently delegate authentication to CA SiteMinder and Oracle Access Manager, map authenticated information to a SAML assertion, and then forward the SAML assertion to the payroll system. Since the vendor’s payroll system can consume SAML assertions, Intel SOA Expressway acts as a mediator that translates the clients’ authentication information into a format that the payroll system can handle. However, if authentication fails, then Intel SOA Expressway logs the failure and blocks requests from the client until authentication succeeds or the client violates DoS controls.

To interact with the payroll system, the vendor imposed three requirements on the companies: First, the client must indicate in an HTTP header what authentication mechanism is being used. The header name must be AUTH, and the header value must either be OAM or CA SiteMinder. Second, the username and password must be accessible from the HTTP headers. Third, the message request must be a SOAP document.
Explaining Intel SOA Expressway Workflow Logic

The following procedure explains how to generate the workflow logic that Intel SOA Expressway uses to mediate messages between the clients and the vendor’s payroll solution. This procedure is performed in Intel Services Designer, the Eclipse IDE for creating Intel SOA Expressway applications.

1. Create an Intel SOA Expressway project.
2. In the project, create two AAA policies. Name the first AAA policy OracleAM. Name the second AAA policy CaSM.
3. Open the OracleAM policy.
4. In the OracleAM policy, perform the following steps:
   a. Select the Identity Management tab.
   b. In the Identity Source drop-down menu, select Username from HTTP Basic Authentication header.
   c. Select the Authenticate identity check box.
   d. In the Authenticate using drop-down menu, select Oracle Access Manager.
   e. In the Oracle Access Manager details area, select the Return Single Sign-On token check box. Then, configure the authentication options based on your needs.
   f. Select the Map identity check box.
   g. In the Map identity to drop-down menu, select SAML Assertion.
   h. In the Issuer field, enter SOAE.

As a result, the AAA policy will extract the username and password from the HTTP headers, send that data to Oracle Access Manager to be authenticated, and then map the authentication response to a SAML assertion. The SAML assertion will contain a single sign-on token.
5. In the CaSM policy, perform the following steps:
   a. Select the Identity Management tab.
   b. In the Identity Source drop-down menu, select Username from HTTP Basic Authentication header.
   c. Select the **Authenticate Identity** check box.
   d. In the **Authenticate using** drop-down menu, select **CA SiteMinder**.
   e. In the CA SiteMinder details area, select the **Return Single Sign-On token** check box. Then, configure the authentication options based on your needs.
   f. Select the **Map Identity** check box.
   g. In the **Map identity to** drop-down menu, select **SAML Assertion**.
   h. In the **Issuer** field, enter **SOAE**.

As a result, the AAA policy will extract the username and password from the HTTP headers, send that data to CA SiteMinder to be authenticated, and then map the authentication response to a SAML assertion. The SAML assertion will contain a single sign-on token.

6. In the project, create an empty workflow.

7. Insert a **Receive** action into the workflow from the **Palette** menu. This action receives message requests sent by a client.

8. In the Receive action’s **Properties** view, perform the following steps:
   a. In the **Endpoint binding type** drop-down menu, select **SOAP**.
   b. In the **Request data** and **Response data** structure areas, specify global elements for the SOAP message request and response.
   c. In the **Service URL** field, enter **https://localhost/payrollService**. This means that the service located at the /payrollService URL is protected, and clients can only access that service through Intel SOA Expressway.

9. In the workflow, place a **GetMessageMetadata** action after the Receive action.

10. In the GetMessageMetadata action’s **Properties** view, select **Receive** from the **Message** drop-down menu. As a result, the action retrieves HTTP metadata from the message request and allows other actions in the workflow to use that metadata.

11. In the workflow, place an **If** action after the GetMessageMetadata action.

12. In the If action’s **Properties** view, perform the following steps:
   a. In the Expression field, enter the following XPath expression: 
      
   b. Select the **Add ElseIf** button.
   c. In the next Expression field, enter the following XPath expression: 
      
   d. Select the **Add Else** button.

![Figure 13. Empty Workflow Skeleton](image)

![Figure 14. If Expressions](image)
As a result, if the message request has a header with the value OAM, then it is routed to one branch; if the message request has a header with the value CA SiteMinder, then the message is routed to another branch. If neither OAM nor CA SiteMinder is found in an HTTP header value, then it is routed to the Else branch.

13. Add a sequence to the first If branch. Name this sequence OAM.

14. Add a sequence to the second If branch. Name this sequence CA SiteMinder.

15. Add a sequence to the third branch. Name this sequence PayrollService.

16. In the OAM sequence, add an AAA action. Rename the AAA action to OAMAuthenticate.

17. In the OAMAuthenticate action’s Properties view, perform the following steps:
   a. In the Message drop-down menu, select Receive.
   b. Select the Browse button.
   c. In the Browse for AAA Policy dialog box, select OracleAM and then select the OK button.

As a result, if a message request is sent to the OAM branch, then the OAMAuthenticate action sends the message to the OracleAM AAA policy. The AAA policy, in turn, sends the message to Oracle Access Manager for authentication and then maps the authenticated response to a SAML assertion. The SAML assertion will contain a single sign-on token.

18. In the OAM sequence, insert a scope from the Palette menu. Then, place the OAMAuthenticate action in the scope.

19. Right-click the scope that contains the OAMAuthenticate action and then select Add Fault Handler from the context menu. As a result, if authentication failure is generated from the AAA action, then it is captured by the fault handler.

20. In the fault handler, delete the Rethrow action. Then, from the Palette menu, add the Transaction Log and Exit actions to the fault handler.

21. The Transaction Log action records data in the Intel SOA Expressway transaction logs. To log authentication failures, perform the following steps in the Transaction Log action’s Properties view.
   a. In the Comment field, enter the following string: Authentication or authorization of the client failed.
   b. In the Optional Data drop-down menu, select $OAMAuthenticate.

Figure 15. Workflow Skeleton

Figure 16. AAA Action for OAM authentication
As a result, the authentication failure from the OAMAuthenticate action and the string in the Comment field are recorded in the Intel SOA Expressway transaction logs.

22. In the OAM sequence, insert an **Invoke** action. Rename the action to **SendSAML_OAM**.

23. In SendSAML_OAM action’s **Properties** view, perform the following steps:
   a. In the Message data from drop-down menu, select $OAMAuthenticate.
   b. In the Service URL field, enter the hostname and port number of the payroll service.

As a result, the SAML assertion with the OAM single sign-on token is sent to the payroll service. The payroll service will consume the SAML assertion and thus authenticate the user. If the authentication is successful, then the back-end server sends a randomly generated identity token back to Intel SOA Expressway.

24. In the OAM sequence, insert a **Reply** action. In the Reply action, select $SendSAML_OAM.body from the Message Data from drop-down menu.

As a result, the token generated by the payroll service is sent back to the client. From this point onward, the client must send messages with this token in it. This allows the back-end server to determine whether the client should be trusted or not. The token is valid for the length of the HTTP session, after which client authentication must be performed again.

25. In the CA SiteMinder sequence, add an **AAA** action. Rename the AAA action to **CaSMAuthenticate**.

26. In the CaSMAuthenticate action’s **Properties** view, perform the following steps:
   a. In the Message drop-down menu, select Receive.
   b. Select the Browse button.
   c. In the **Browse for AAA Policy** dialog box, select CaSM and then select the OK button.

As a result, if a message request is sent to the CaSM branch, then the CaSMAuthenticate action sends the message to the CaSM AAA policy. The AAA policy, in turn, sends the message to CA SiteMinder for authentication and then maps the authenticated response to a SAML assertion. The SAML assertion will contain a single sign-on token.

27. In the CA SiteMinder sequence, insert a scope from the **Palette** menu. Then, place the CaSMAuthenticate action in the scope.

28. Right-click the scope that contains the CaSMAuthenticate action and then select **Add Fault Handler** from the context menu. As a result, if authentication failure is generated from the AAA action, then it is captured by the fault handler.
29. In the fault handler, delete the **Retr**o**w** action. Then, from the **Palette** menu, add the **Transaction Log** and **Exit** actions to the fault handler.

30. The **Transaction Log** action records data in the Intel SOA Expressway transaction logs. To log authentication failures, perform the following steps in the **Transaction Log** action's **Properties** view:
   a. In the **Comment** field, enter the following string: Authentication or authorization of the client failed.
   b. In the **Optional Data** drop-down menu, select $CaSMAuthenticate.

As a result, the authentication failure from the CaSMAuthenticate action and the string in the Comment field are recorded in the Intel SOA Expressway transaction logs.

31. In the CA SiteMinder sequence, insert an **Invoke** action. Rename the action to **SendSAML_CaSM**.

32. In **SendSAML_CaSM** action's **Properties** view, perform the following steps:
   a. In the **Message data from** drop-down menu, select $CaSMAuthenticate.
   b. In the **Service URL** field, enter the hostname and port number of the payroll service.

As a result, the SAML assertion with the CA SiteMinder single sign-on token is sent to the payroll service. The payroll service will consume the SAML assertion and thus authenticate the user. If the authentication is successful, then the back-end server sends a randomly generated identity token back to Intel SOA Expressway.

33. In the CA SiteMinder sequence, insert a **Reply** action. In the **Reply** action, select $SendSAML_CaSM.body from the **Message Data from** drop-down menu. As a result, the token generated by the payroll service is sent back to the client. From this point onward, the client must send messages with this token in it. This allows the back-end server to determine whether the client should be trusted or not. The token is valid for the length of the HTTP session, after which client authentication must be performed again.

34. In the payrollService sequence, insert **Invoke** and **Reply** actions.

35. In the **Invoke** action, perform the following steps:
   a. In the **Message data from** drop-down menu, select $Receive.body.
   b. In the **Service URL** field, enter the URL of the back-end server.

As a result, messages are sent by the client to the payroll service. These messages will only be processed by the back-end server if the message contains the randomly generated identity token.

36. In the **Reply** action's **Properties** view, select $Invoke.body. As a result, the message responses sent by the back-end server are forwarded to the client.

![Figure 19. Complete Workflow](image-url)
Use Case: Secure Credential Federation for a Hybrid Cloud Environment

Deploying enterprise applications into a private cloud is an increasingly popular way to maximize the efficiency of enterprise data centers. However, when the private cloud reaches capacity, additional instances deployed in a public cloud can be federated to bear the heightened load. Enterprises are expanding their use of public clouds to scale up capacity for peak usage periods. This trend is gaining momentum because application deployment to public clouds reduces costs by allowing enterprises to pay for only the capacity they need when they need it.

However, by scaling application instances out to public clouds, enterprises risk exposing their user identities and credentials, creating the potential for an attacker to gain unauthorized entry into the enterprise domain. To avoid the theft of the identities, enterprise users must be authenticated within the enterprise perimeter and their identities mapped to different identities provisioned to the public cloud instances.

Intel SOA Expressway Solution

Intel SOA Expressway is a service gateway that can do the following:

- Enforce security policies across security domains.
- Delegate authentication and authorization to a local credential directory.
- Log authentication failures for auditing.
- Proxy messages between two endpoints. The message could be binary, XML, REST, or SOAP.

In this use case, Intel SOA Expressway is placed on the enterprise perimeter to proxy public cloud instances hosted in the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) service. When a user attempts to connect to a public cloud instance, the Intel SOA Expressway service gateway authenticates the user's credentials against the enterprise identity store, and on successful authentication, maps the enterprise identity to a public cloud identity, never exposing the protected identity or credentials outside the enterprise perimeter. Then, Intel SOA Expressway starts the cloud instance and signs the user in with his mapped public cloud identity.

Configuring Cloud Federation

To create the hybrid cloud environment, enterprise data center operators and application architects must select an Amazon EC2 platform and create an application image to deploy on the platform. This should be straightforward given the choices Amazon offers.

The data center operators then deploy Intel SOA Expressway in the enterprise DMZ and set it up as a proxy for the public cloud instances. The proxy service determines whether to start and connect to application instances in the private cloud or in the public cloud. For the public cloud instances, the proxy service also orchestrates the authentication and authorization process before starting an instance in the public cloud. This eliminates the cost of an unnecessary instance on the CPU that an authentication or authorization failure would cause.

Administrators would follow these steps to configure Intel SOA Expressway for the authentication and authorization process:

1. Configure Intel SOA Expressway to connect to the enterprise identity directory.
   The settings depend on whether the directory is an LDAP or Active Directory server. Essentially, the settings needed are the server address and port, a trusted user account (like an administrator), and the part of the directory where the user entries are based.

2. Configure an identity service in Intel SOA Expressway to connect to the application instance on the public cloud. This consists of configuring the information needed to build the SAML assertion sent to the public cloud instance to sign in the user with his public cloud identity.

3. Configure any authorization policies that apply to the cloud application:
   a. Configure the built-in policy decision point with the applicable XACML policies based on user ID, group ID, or role within the enterprise.
   b. In the identity service, enable an additional policy enforcement step that extracts the necessary subject and resource information needed by the decision point.

4. Activate the identity service.
A Detailed Look at the Federation Process

During application deployment, the application architects and data center operators must size the enterprise private cloud. Then the data center operators deploy Intel SOA Expressway at the enterprise perimeter and configure it to act as a proxy to the public cloud running on the Amazon EC2 service. With Intel SOA Expressway linked to the enterprise directory and the identity service configured and running, the application is ready for users to sign on.

When a user is unable to sign on to the private cloud application because the cloud has reached capacity, Intel SOA Expressway begins the authentication and authorization process for the public cloud instance (see Figure 21).

If the user has already signed on to the enterprise through an enterprise single sign-on solution like Integrated Windows Authentication, the Intel SOA Expressway identity service knows the user has been authenticated and skips asking the user for his credentials. In other cases, the identity service presents the user a sign-on page, where the user’s credentials must be presented. After receiving the credentials, Intel SOA Expressways verifies these credentials against the enterprise directory.

If an authentication failure occurs, Intel SOA Expressways logs an authentication failure event to the audit log for later investigation by the security administrators. Because the failures occur within the enterprise authentication domain, the log contains authentication failure events for both the private and public cloud instances. Therefore, authentication failures for the private and public clouds are integrated.

When a user is both authenticated and authorized, Intel SOA Expressway finishes the public cloud access by starting the public cloud application instance and logging in the user (see Figure 22). The user’s enterprise identity is mapped to the user’s public cloud identity, and the user begins his work with the application.
Use Case: Two-factor Authentication for Ensuring Client Credentials Are Valid

Enterprises are expanding their use of public clouds to host applications. In some cases, the public cloud is used to scale up capacity for peak usage periods. Increasingly, however, enterprise applications are completely hosted in the public cloud. This trend is gaining momentum because application deployment to public clouds creates significant cost savings by allowing enterprises to pay for only the capacity they need when they need it.

However, moving to public clouds creates new security issues, namely protecting enterprise data from unauthorized access. Enterprise users must be authenticated and authorized to use the cloud-based application. In order to protect enterprise identities and enable a strong authentication method, an enterprise-based gateway integrated with a two-factor authentication solution is needed.

Two-factor authentication is gaining popularity as a way to increase the security of user authentication. When authenticating with two factors, the user supplies something he or she knows (secret password) along with information about something the user has. The popular Intel® vPro Technology-based platform includes a Trusted Platform Module (TPM), which securely holds a private and public key pair that can be used to attest the user is signing on from a trusted system. The system itself then acts as the second factor to secure the authentication process.

In this use case, an enterprise application is deployed to a public cloud provider, and during sign-on the application redirects sign-on and authentication to the Intel SOA Expressway service gateway within the enterprise. Intel SOA Expressway authenticates the user’s credentials against the enterprise identity store using a second factor held by the TPM technology built into the client system.

Intel SOA Expressway Solution

Intel SOA Expressway is a service gateway that can do the following:
- Enforce security policies across security domains.
- Delegate authentication and authorization to a local credential directory.
- Log authentication failures for auditing.
- Proxy messages between two endpoints. The message could be binary, XML, REST, or SOAP.

In this use case, Intel SOA Expressway is placed at the enterprise perimeter to transparently proxy application client sign-on and service requests to application instances on the public cloud. During sign-on, Intel SOA Expressway acts as an identity provider (IdP) and initiates the sign-on authentication process. As the client presents its credentials, it also presents a nonce that is signed with the TPM’s private key as the second factor of the strong authentication process. The credentials are authenticated against the enterprise credential directory (IdM) and the nonce signature verified, and on successful authentication, Intel SOA Expressway presents an SAML token to the cloud application. In this way, the enterprise identities and credentials are not exposed beyond the enterprise perimeter, and the enterprise benefits from the stronger authentication of its users.

To support compliance needs, the audit log feature of Intel SOA Expressway captures the authentication and authorization events into an audit log. Because the TPM gives a second authentication factor, the authentication events can reveal when an access is attempted by untrusted users or trusted users on untrusted systems. Administrators can filter the log for such events to distinguish the kinds of rogue access attempts being made on the public cloud application.

Configuring Two-Factor Authentication

When the enterprise deploys an application to a public cloud platform, the enterprise security architect enables sign-on to the cloud application through Intel SOA Expressway deployed in the enterprise DMZ. The security architect configures the Intel SOA Expressway identity service to collect the user’s credentials and connect to the enterprise identity directory to authenticate those credentials. In addition, the security architect configures the identity service to enable signing using the TPM on his client system. This second factor ensures that the user is signing on from a trusted device and thereby strengthens the protection against rogue access to the cloud application.

Administrators would follow these steps to configure the enterprise for the two-factor authentication method described previously:

1. Configure Intel SOA Expressway to connect to the enterprise identity directory.

The settings depend on whether the directory is an LDAP or Active Directory server. Essentially, the settings needed are the server address and port, a trusted user account (like an administrator), and the part of the directory where the user entries are based.

2. Configure an identity service in Intel SOA Expressway to connect to the cloud application:
   a. Enable signing using the TPM during user authentication. The administrator needs to collect the TPM public keys from user systems to put in the key store.
   b. Configure the information needed to build the SAML assertion given to the cloud application to sign on a user.
   c. Configure the user provisioning process. There are two options: express (on-demand) or bulk (transfer all users then periodically synchronize).
A Detailed Look at the Authentication Process

Once the security architect completes the two-factor authentication configuration and activates the identity service, Intel SOA Expressway becomes the enterprise proxy to the publicly deployed cloud application. Users work with the cloud application on trusted systems deployed within the enterprise. When the user accesses the cloud application and begins to sign on, Intel SOA Expressway transparently intercepts the user access to the cloud to begin the two-factor authentication process (see Figure 23).

Intel SOA Expressway initiates the sign on by challenging the user to present his credentials. The user is presented with a sign-on page asking for his user ID and password (see Figure 24). When the user supplies his ID and password, a script in the sign-on page triggers the client system to sign a nonce using the TPM’s built-in RSA private key. This signing attests that the user is signing on from a trusted system.

![Figure 23. Initiating the Two-factor Authentication Process](image)

![Figure 24. Gathering User Credentials and Trusted System Attestation](image)
After Intel SOA Expressway has gathered the credentials and signed nonce, it authenticates the user and the trusted system in the enterprise directory (see Figure 25). Intel SOA Expressway queries the directory, which can be either LDAP or Active Directory, for the user identity information. On a successful look up, the user’s credentials are checked, and the TPM signature is verified with the stored public keys.

At this point, if the user is not authenticated as a trusted user or if he is a trusted user but not on a trusted system, the authentication fails. The user is not signed on to the cloud application, and the enterprise is protected from a rogue access to the application and its data. Intel SOA Expressway logs the details of the failed authentication in the auditing log, creating an audit trail for security administrators to investigate later.

On a successful user and system authentication, Intel SOA Expressway then determines any and all authorization policies that apply to the user when accessing the cloud application (see Figure 26). The user’s ID, group, and role within the enterprise are considered when evaluating the applicable policies. This policy evaluation results in a decision to permit or deny access to the application and its data. In this way, Intel SOA Expressway acts a policy enforcement point (PEP) and policy decision point (PDP).

Now that the user has been authenticated and the authorization decision permits access, the user is signed on to the cloud application. The authentication and authorization process has been conducted securely within the enterprise, out of view of any eavesdroppers between the enterprise perimeter and the public cloud. For further security, Intel SOA Expressway maps the user’s identity to a public identity, thereby protecting the security of the user’s enterprise identity and password.

After sign on, Intel SOA Expressway continues to act as proxy for the cloud application. This allows for continued auditing, event monitoring and logging, and potentially additional authorization decisions for access to modules and functions of the cloud application.

![Figure 25. Verifying the User and Trusted System](image1)

![Figure 26. Authorizing the User to Sign On to the Cloud Application](image2)
**Execution and Results**

While each case is unique, the workflow execution and results are similar. The following procedure generally describes how each Intel SOA Expressway application was tested for each use case:

1. A client sends a login request to the cloud, requesting access to a particular resource.
2. Intel SOA Expressway transparently intercepts the login request, authenticates the identity, and then determines appropriate access rights to the requested service.
3. If authentication and authorization are successful, then Intel SOA Expressway becomes a proxy between the client and the cloud, where each request or command the client sends is sent to the runtime and then forwarded to the cloud service. In turn, any responses sent from the service to Intel SOA Expressway are forwarded to the client.
4. To verify whether a message transaction was successful, view the dashboard on the Intel SOA Expressway Management Console.
5. To test the delegated authentication, send invalid login credentials.
6. Verify that the message transaction failed by viewing the Intel SOA Expressway Management Console.
7. To verify that the failed login attempt is recorded for auditing purposes, perform the following steps in the Intel SOA Expressway Management Console.
   a. Select the Logs tab.
   b. In the Logs tab, select the Exceptions.
   c. Select the Search button. As a result, an authentication error message will display (see Figure 29).

Figure 27. SOA Expressway Dashboard view

![Figure 27. SOA Expressway Dashboard view](image)

Figure 28. SOA Expressway Dashboard view

![Figure 28. SOA Expressway Dashboard view](image)

Figure 29. This example is of an authentication failure with Oracle Access Manager.
**Next Steps**
The following process describes how to develop a portable security and integration architecture for cloud deployments using Intel SOA Expressway:

1. Virtualize services.
2. Create security policies.
3. Set up an SAML-based token exchange.
4. Create and locally manage IDs by:
   a. Integrating to the identity management
   b. To access a web service, use a single sign solution by using an STS bridge
   c. Implementing XACML and WS policies
5. Evolve to a private cloud using Intel SOA Expressway. This involves:
   a. Testing
   b. Abstraction from implementing policies on the cloud
   c. Call back to a policy decision point (this is Intel SOA Expressway)
6. Set up a repeatable security and integration model within Intel SOA Expressway that:
   a. Is based on AAA and WS-Security standards
   b. Is easy to shift among cloud platforms as relationships change
   c. Is easier to scale
   d. Has cloud bursting
   e. Overlays data security

**Things to Consider**
The scalability of the cloud solution could be impacted by:
   - Network technology (e.g., 10GigE) and architecture
   - Selected storage architecture
   - Choice of server hardware for the software version of Intel SOA Expressway or choose the Intel SOA Expressway hardware-appliance form factor instead
   - The ability to create templates of workflows and policies so that you can author an application once but use it for many services and operations
   - Enabling and disabling access to services depending on the user scenario
   - How many nodes you need in an Intel SOA Expressway cluster—you can have up to 24. A cluster is used for load balancing and failover. The more nodes you have, the greater the message throughput and system stability.
   - The level of security you need. You can explicitly guard against DoS, XML threats, and various content attacks. However, increasing security eventually decreases message throughput due to heavy security processing.

**Glossary**
AAA – Authentication, Authorization and Auditing policy. In Intel SOA Expressway, a single AAA policy can extract an identity from a workflow, delegate authentication and resource authorization of that identity to a third party, and then map the authenticated identity to another format, such as SAML.

Intel SOA Expressway – Intel® Service-Oriented Architecture Expressway is a software appliance designed to simplify, accelerate, and secure an enterprise’s SOA. It expedites SOA deployments by addressing common SOA bottlenecks; and it accelerates, secures, integrates, and routes XML, web services, and legacy data in a single, easy-to-manage form factor.

RPM – Software stored in a rpm format. This is a Linux package management system.

SOA – Service-Oriented Architecture is a type of software architecture that treats software as a modular service that can be consumed by a client.

TLS – Transport Layer Security is a cryptographic protocol that encrypts communication over a network between two endpoints.

Trust Mediation – The process by which a security gateway establishes trust relationships between a client and a server.

WS-Policies – Web Service Policies is a W3C recommendation that specifies how web services use XML to advertise their policies and how web-service consumers specify their policy requirements.

WS-Security – Web Services Security is an extension to SOAP that applies security to web services. WS-Security is part of the WS-* family of web-service specifications and was published by OASIS.

XACML – eXtensible Access Control Markup Language is a declarative access control policy language implemented in XML and a processing model that describes how to interpret access control policies.
About Intel® SOA Expressway

SOA Expressway is a soft-appliance deployed to address common XML and SOA problem areas such as acceleration, security, service mediation and service governance. SOA Expressway is available for any organization deploying services (SOA) or looking to reduce security risks for access to cloud services. It is "ecosystem neutral" and integrates with existing identity management, middleware and security monitoring investments. SOA Expressway is available for standard operating systems such as Windows and Linux and requires no special custom hardware other than standard OEM servers.
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